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Case Study
niche pr shows that it is possible to gain more than one pr feature per project with this interior design by At Home Interior Design 
Consultants. To date this project has been featured 11 times. A selection is shown below. 
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BATHROOMS

ASKTHE DESIGNER…
In our bathrooms feature this issue, we ask designers
what has been their biggest ever bathroom challenge?

Karen Howes,
Taylor Howes,
"The biggest
design challenges
in bathrooms
come either from
the really large or
the really small
ones. The smallest
bathroom and
shower room we
have designed
recently was for
me! I feel if you
have a small
space make it
dramatic, so we
went for a dark
marble and made
it feel moody and
sexy."
www.taylorhowes.co.uk

Oliver Steer,
Oliver Steer
Interior Design,
“My biggest
bathroom
challenge was to
create a suite of
new bathrooms
from a series of
corridors and
redundant
bedrooms within a
Grade 1 listed
Stately Home. The
space was created
from a previous
guest bathroom, a
water cylinder
cupboard and the
corner of a
bedroom!”
www.oliversteer.com

Lindsey
Rendall, Rendall
and Wright,
“Designing a
bathroom without
using any tiles or
visible storage
solutions. I used a
sheet of marble for
the bath backdrop
and lined the
shower areas with
slim moulded
Corian, which
blended
seamlessly into
the wall colour.
Constructing a
false wall and
recessing into this
with bespoke units
hidden behind
elegant mirrors
provided ample
storage.”
www.rendallandwright.com

Hugh Jamieson,
At Home Interior
Design,
“For me the biggest
and most exciting
challenge was when
I was designing and
incorporating a
master bedroom and
bathroom suite into
one large open
space. The
bathroom pipework
had nowhere to go
so I raised the whole
bathroom floor area
nine inches to
incorporate all
shower, sink and
bath pipework,
which at the same
time allowed a view
from the bath into
the garden.”
www.athome-
interiors.com

Christine May,
Christine May
Interiors,
“I was once faced
with small
triangular room.
The answer was to
have all the
cabinetry bespoke
made around the
tub and to utilise
any odd corner
shapes for hidden
storage. I would
recommend that
particularly in
small bathrooms,
furniture is either
customised or
bespoke made to
ensure a sleek,
integrated look that
is easy to
maintain.”
www.christinemayinteri
ors.co.uk

The Jennings Suite by
The Water Monopoly
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Open Plans 
Refurbishing a property built in 1928 didn’t confine 
these homeowners to choosing traditional styles 

Installing a contemporary bathroom 
packed with modern technology 
in their Arts and Crafts property 

didn’t worry the owners of this home 
in Aldeburgh, a picturesque Tudor 
town in Suffolk. “We weren’t fixed on 
having traditional style fittings simply 
because it is an old house,” says Sarah 
Davies, who uses the seaview property 
as a family holiday home, and who has 
renovated it from top to bottom since 
buying it last year. “We agreed with our 
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interior designer’s philosophy that most 
generations introduce new additions to 
a house: bathrooms are certainly part 
of that process and I think modern 
sanitaryware and fixtures sit very well 
in older houses.”

At their designer’s suggestion, the 
Davies family knocked two of the 
original eight bedrooms through to 
form one large open-plan master 
bedroom with an adjoining bathroom. 
“The brief was to look at the house 
and present ideas about how the 
spaces could be used and modified 

if necessary,” says Hugh Jamieson, 
principal designer of At Home Interior 
Design Consultants, who oversaw the 
whole house refurbishment. “When 
it came to style, the owners were very 
much open to ideas. As it is a holiday 
home, they wanted relaxed informality, 
comfort and welcome, rather than any 
kind of ‘precious’ feel.”

Hugh found a French walnut 
commode at an antiques dealer, and 
this provided a starting point for the 
scheme. “Hugh designed a bespoke bed 
for us which complemented the chest 

of drawers, and we asked for a plasma 
TV to be hidden away in the foot end,” 
says Sarah. The walnut was continued 
into the dressing area, into the ensuite 
where it is used on a generously sized 
wall-hung vanity unit, and also into the 
separate cloakroom leading from the 
bathroom where the WC is housed.

Though contemporary fittings were 
chosen – including a Cristalplant bath  
designed by Mattheo Thun and basins 
by Phillippe Starck – the warmth of the 
walnut and limestone flooring, along 
with the decorative window dressings 

bring a sense of homeliness to the 
luxurious room. 

“The lady of the house loves to  
relax in the bath, while the husband 
prefers showers, and, since there 
was such a big space to work with, 
we installed large versions of both,” 
explains Hugh. For the shower, a 
bespoke glass screen was made; it is 
sunk into the floor and walls, avoiding 
the need for frames or clips. The 
bathroom itself has a raised floor, which 
not only provided a space for pipes 
to run and the underfloor heating to 
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be laid, but also gave the bathtub an 
enhanced view out of the window.

A Lutron Graffik Eye system 
controls the circuits for the lighting 
across all parts of the suite, providing 
four settings. “There’s a scene for relaxed 
bathing, one for reading or watching the 
TV, another for medium levels of light 
everywhere and one where all lights are 
on full, for cleaning or general use,” 
says Hugh. Even the walk-in wardrobes 
have door-sensitive light switches.

The Davies love the final results. 
“It is so spacious and stylish, as well 
as totally practical,” says Sarah. “For 
example, the lighting has been cleverly 
thought out to give us the option 
of various moods; warm towels are 
within easy reach when exiting the 
shower thanks to the heated rails, and 
the vanity unit has great lighting for 
applying make-up as well as shaver-
sockets and hairdryers wired into its 
drawers. But my favourite aspect has to 
be the curvy raised bath. I love a long 
soak with a good book looking up to 
enjoy the view to the sea beyond.” 2

Design by Hugh Jamieson from At Home 
Interior Design Consultants  
01223 832 429 | www.athome-interiors.com 
Stonell St. Aubin limestone tiles (floor) & Silver 
travertine tiles (shower wall)  
0800 083 2283 | www.stonell.com
Stark basins, bath tap, Hansgrohe 
Raindance Royale showerhead & Bisque 
heated towel rails from CP Hart 
0845 600 1950 | www.cphart.co.uk
Rapsel Lavasca bath from Via Arkadia 
020 7351 7057 | www.via-arkadia.co.uk
Vola brassware 020 7580 7722 | www.vola.com
John Cullen Grissini vanity pendant lights 
020 7371 5400 | www.johncullenlighting.co.uk
Gallotti&Radice Riki T53 
glass/chrome trolley from Interdesign 
020 7376 5272 | 
www.interdesignuk.biz
Bedside lights  
020 7352 0440 | www.portaromana.co.uk
Black glass bedside tables  
020 7622 2928 | www.julianchichester.co.uk
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How to Hire an Interior Designer
by Nick Lee

Letting someone else take over the design of your personal 
haven can be daunting but hiring a designer will save 
you time and money, leaving you you enjoy your home 
without having to go through any of the stress.

Most people believe we can design and implement an interior 
design scheme by choosing a few complementing fabrics and 
coordinating paint and furnishings, but as anyone who has 
tried, there is a lot more to it than meets the eye.

Interior design is one of the most demanding professions 
there is. An interior designer has to be fist and foremost a 
designer, but also a project manager, finance director, marriage 
counsellor, deliveries coordinator, to name but a few!

Time is against most of us so by hiring a designer you can 
hand over the stress of managing your project to someone else 
whilst you carry on with everyday duties and responsibilities. 

For somewhere amid the rush to refurbish our houses in a 
weekend we have forgotten that the home should be a place of 
relaxation and pleasure.
A designer will not only save you time and effort but money 
too, by avoiding costly mistakes and passing on trade discounts 
where possible, or given, to the designer. Remember that you 
not just using the skills of the designer but also their trusted 
team of tradespeople and suppliers some of whom do simply 
not trade direct to the public.

So once you have decided to take the plunge, how do you go 
about selecting the right designer?

One of the best places to start is the British Institute of Interior 
Design (BIID) www.biid.org.uk Through their website, they 
offer the chance to explore all their members throughout the 
country (and rest of the world) who are all qualified members 
of the Institute. Being a member means they have the necessary 
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insurances, qualifications and experience. After reading through 
their biographies and seeing images of their style and type of 
work you simply choose which designers you wish to meet to 
discuss your project further. 

I would recommend that people see three or four designers as 
you not only need to like a designers style but you need to get 
on with them. The relationship between a designer and a client 
can become a very close one.

How to use your designer
To achieve the most from your designer it is vital that you 
give him or her as much information as possible about 
your lifestyle, ideas and taste ad that you keep those 
communication channels open. 

Designers usually encourage clients to come to the initial 
consultation armed with visual references; pictures from 
magazines, paint or fabric swatches. treasured items, anything 
that inspires them. 

That said, it is also important to be reception to your 
designers ideas as benefiting from their original and 
sometime bold design solutions is on the the most exciting 
elements of hiring a designer. They can usually see the whole 
scheme from the start. 

To convey their ideas, 3D CAD visuals or freehand drawings of 
either a single room or a whole house are sometimes used and 
presented to a client to convey an original concept which can 
be amended or added to as the client wishes.
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Budgeting
It is very important to discuss your budget with your designer 
in the early stages. You needn’t have an exact idea of your 
anticpated costs, but you should have an approximation. 

The way designers charge for their services varies from designer 
to designer and on the size of the project but overall there are 
four main ways of charging.  

A set fee, mark up, hourly rate, or a combination of all three.

Every job is different and you will be given a tailored service 
with a payment method suitable for your project. It is 
recommended that you put aside around 15% of your budget as 
a contingency to allow for any unforeseen problems or changes 
to the design scheme.

So whether you have a blank canvas or just want to refresh 
what you already have, hiring a designer will open the door to 
another realm of possibility, one through which you can wander 
at leisure while someone else does all the hard work. 

For more information visit www.biid.org.uk   

Nick Lee is Former Head of Marketing & PR of the British 
Interior Design Association.


